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Abstract: When citizens believe the U.S. Supreme Court makes decisions in an insincere or 

politicized manner, their specific support for the institution can decline. The Court’s relative 

aversion to publicity means the media are the primary source of information about its decisions. 

We design a survey experiment which varies the type of coverage, game frame or principled. 

Game frame coverage reduces agreement with and acceptance of the decision discussed. We then 

classify and analyze over 1,000 transcripts of broadcast coverage of salient Court decisions from 

1990-2010. Not only has game frame coverage of the Court increased, but this coverage partially 

explains recent declines in specific support for the institution. 
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Media Coverage and Public Approval of the U.S. Supreme Court 

A defining feature of political media in the 21st century is the 24-hour television news 

cycle. In stark relief stands the United States Supreme Court’s decidedly more 19th century 

approach: print copies of the decision are distributed and no electronics—including cameras—

are allowed in the courtroom. This media “strategy” highlights a tension between news media 

and the Court: Court communications are ill suited to the modern media environment, and 

television specifically. Yet the American people predominantly obtain information about politics 

from broadcast news (Slotnick and Segal 1998; LaRowe 2010; Haider-Markel et al. 2006; Media 

Insight Project 2014). Without cameras in the courtroom, the public relies on reporter 

interpretations of decisions. The hazards of this reliance are best exemplified by the coverage of 

CNN and Fox News following the Court’s ruling in National Federation of Independent 

Businesses v. Sebelius (567 U.S. 519 [2012], the original “Obamacare” ruling): on air experts 

erroneously concluded that the individual mandate was struck down by the ruling. Subsequently, 

reporters on both networks discussed the implications for stakeholders, declaring this decision: 

“A direct blow to President Obama” (King 2012).  

Despite a troubling disregard for careful reporting, this incident demonstrates that the 

broadcast media may interpret the Court’s behavior using frames which focus on political 

winners or losers—the so-called “game frame” (Patterson 1993, 1994).1 Game frames emphasize 

strategy rather than policy and principle. This focus tends to reduce the perceived favorability of 

the candidate/institution discussed (Capella and Jamieson 1997). Relatedly, the mass public’s 

                                                           
1 Indeed, television reporting of the Court’s decisions tends to be infrequent, brief, and at times factually incorrect 

(Slotnick and Segal 1998).  



 
 

approval (specific support) of the U.S. Supreme Court is in decline, though scholars to date offer 

only speculation about the causes (Gibson and Nelson 2014, 2015).  

Game frames dominate television coverage of elections (Patterson 1993), Congress 

(Dunaway and Lawrence 2015), and public policy (Lawrence 2000); however, we do not know 

whether game frames also typify coverage of the Court. Thus, we ask: do game frames dominate 

coverage of the Court, and, if so, how do these frames affect specific support for the Court? 

Motivated by work in political communication that demonstrates game frame coverage of other 

institutions has potentially corrosive effects (Cappella and Jamieson 1997; but see Iyengar et al. 

2004), as well as evidence from the field of law and courts that demonstrates perceiving Court 

decision-making as unprincipled—the very characteristic that defines game frame coverage—

lessens specific support (Baird and Gangl 2006; Gibson and Nelson 2015; Johnston and Bartels 

2010; Woodson 2015; Zilis 2015), we argue that game frames can cause a decline in specific 

support for Court decisions and are therefore partially responsible for recent declines in the 

favorability of the Court in the mass public. We focus on specific, rather than diffuse, support for 

the Court. Specific support entails approval of the Court’s activities and decisions, whereas 

diffuse support represents institutional loyalty and a belief that the Court itself is legitimate. 

Court decisions affect diffuse and specific support in different ways (Gibson, Caldeira, and 

Spence 2003; Gibson and Nelson 2014), and as such we leave the question of whether media 

coverage affects diffuse support for later work.  

Our analysis proceeds in two parts. In Part I we provide evidence that game frame 

coverage of the Court has become more common over-time. Using a unique game frame 

dictionary, we classify and analyze over 1,000 broadcast transcripts of media coverage of salient 



 
 

Court decisions from 1990-2010.2  Leveraging content at the case and aggregate level, we 

conclude that game frame coverage of the Court has increased over-time. This portraiture of 

Court coverage also motivates the design of experimental stimuli for Part II. 

In Part II we maximize the generalizability of our results by using a mixed methods 

approach to meet the requirements of a) experimental realism and, b) mundane realism (Mutz 

2011). Experimental realism (a) is achieved by isolating the effects of game frames: We 

conducted a survey experiment using Amazon’s Mechanical Turk, randomly exposing subjects 

to actual television clips that cover the Court using either a game frame or a principled frame. 

Game frame coverage of a decision causes lessened agreement and acceptance of the decision 

(specific support). Mundane realism (b) is achieved by demonstrating the effects of game frame 

coverage on the mass public: using over-time analyses we find that game frame coverage appears 

to be related to a decline in favorability towards the institution.  

The crux of our theoretical argument is that the language television news media use when 

covering the Court influences how the public perceives it. Specifically, drawing on literature 

from judicial politics and political communication, we show how the media frames coverage of 

the Court, and consequently, how the Court becomes politicized in the public mind. As such, we 

are the first to present evidence of culpability in the mysterious decline in public  support for the 

                                                           
2 This corpus of transcripts represents the universe of broadcast coverage of politically salient decisions 1990-2010 

on the three major networks and Fox News, CNN, and MSNBC. Politically salient decisions are those reported on 

the front page of the next day’s New York Times (Epstein and Segal 2000). Our measurement strategy is 

conservative. Even some salient cases fail to receive broadcast coverage (Slotnick and Segal 1998). Searching for 

coverage of only salient cases as opposed to all decisions, if anything, biases us against finding an association 

between coverage and public opinion.  



 
 

Court in the modern era. Thus, we may offer an amendment to the truism:  to know the Court is 

to love it (Gibson and Caldeira 2009), but to watch coverage of the Court is to dislike it. 

Media Coverage of the Courts 

The public’s reverence for the Court has long been documented (Hibbing and Theiss-

Morse 1995; Caldeira and Gibson 1992; Grosskopf and Mondak 1998). Indeed, the public is 

more favorable towards the Court when proceedings are perceived to be principled and above the 

fray of politics (Scheb and Lyons 2000; Gibson and Caldeira 2011). One explanation ventured 

for the public’s persistent admiration of the Court is the media’s apolitical coverage of Court 

decisions.  However, most of this work focuses on print reporters and Court beat reporters, both 

of whom are more likely to cover decisions apolitically than reporters generally (LaRowe 2010; 

LaRowe and Hoekstra 2014; Spill and Oxley 2003; Davis 1994). In contrast, early work on 

television found that coverage is more likely to emphasize the political nature of the judiciary 

(Spill and Oxley 2003). This research also finds television coverage of the Court, in addition to 

being prone to inaccuracies (Slotnick and Segal 1998), to be minimal (Spill and Oxley 2003; 

Johnson 2014).  

In the years since this research has been conducted, the television media environment has 

changed. With the proliferation of cable news networks, newsrooms have changed to 

accommodate the 24-hour news cycle. CNN, Fox News, and MSNBC have hours of air time to 

fill—the so-called newshole—and a controversial Supreme Court decision is precisely the sort of 

news that makes it past gatekeepers. In such a media environment, newsroom norms and routines 

would suggest that coverage of Supreme Court decisions is not only likely (Gans 1979) but 

shaped by newsworthiness criteria which privilege drama and conflict, reducing complex 

systems to two-sides (Paletz and Entman 1981). Indeed, other studies have found that reporters 



 
 

utilize news values to pick and choose which decisions get covered (Towner and Clawson 2014; 

Davis 1994; Vining and Marcin 2014), and these cases are more likely to be controversial or 

socially significant (Zilis 2015; Slotnick and Segal 1998; Solberg and Waltenburg 2015), a 

pattern that replicates at the state-level (Vining and Wilhlem 2010; Yanus 2013).  

Beyond the properties that make Court decisions more likely to be covered, we also argue 

that once selected, most media are not likely to cover a salient Court decision in a way that 

works against journalistic incentives, e.g. apolitically. Indeed, commensurate with the rise of 

cable news is the dominance of game frame coverage, or coverage that interprets events in terms 

of strategies and tactics (Patterson 1993, 1994). Frames are made up of words that emphasize 

some aspect of an issue (Druckman 2001); in this case words that emphasize political 

competition. Commonly associated with horse race coverage of elections, and sometimes used 

interchangeably with strategy frame (Aalberg et al. 2012), game frame coverage has come to 

dominate most political coverage (Cappella and Jamieson 1997). This dominance is particularly 

true of coverage on the national agenda featuring a clear outcome (Lawrence 2000).  

Although game frames have not yet been studied in the context of the Court, their 

characteristics apply to coverage of Supreme Court decisions. Game frame coverage lends itself 

to conflicts which unfold linearly in which there is movement and ultimately, resolution (Cook 

1996). This narrative is amenable to a Court case, in which there are various chapters (case 

origins, arguments, and decision) that culminate in the decision (Ura 2009). As most news 

outlets don’t have the resources required to keep track of the daily happenings of the Court 

(Vining and Marcin 2014), they’ll look for alarms that something novel has happened (Boydstun 

2013), such as a decision issuance. Lacking background knowledge of the Court, as well as the 

time and means to investigate legal precedents (Davis 1994), television reporters can utilize the 



 
 

game frame to effectively and efficiently convey information.  The partisan press in particular is 

incentivized to interpret salient decisions using this analytic frame, interpreting the implications 

in terms of whether it represents a win or loss for the in-party (Mullainathan and Shleifer 2005; 

Haider-Markel et al. 2006; Linos and Twist 2016; Smith and Searles 2014). 

Given that a Supreme Court decision is newsworthy and amenable to game frame 

coverage, it is not only unlikely that television Court coverage is apolitical, but it is highly likely 

that news outlets cover decisions using game frames. Both the current media environment and 

the nature of Supreme Court proceedings incentivize game frame coverage. If this argument 

holds true, such coverage of the Court should become more common over-time, due to secular 

trends in the media environment. Analyzing the nature of Court coverage not only lays the 

foundation for understanding potential media effects, but also allows us to address the 

assumption that apolitical coverage of the Court enables positive public opinion towards the 

Court. Thus, we posit the following expectation: 

Game-framed coverage of salient Supreme Court decisions has increased over-time (E1). 

Effects of Media Coverage on Attitudes Towards the Courts 

The Supreme Court’s relationship to the press belies communication strategy: despite a 

dependence on the media that exceeds other branches (Johnson and Socker 2012; LaRowe and 

Hoekstra 2014), the Court’s primary interaction with the media is with members of an elite press 

corps (Davis 1994; Davis and Strickler 2000; Davis 2011). Still, the Court’s decisions  affect 

media attention to issues (Flemming et al. 1997, 1999; Ura 2009) and lacking a press office,  the 

Court’s inability to shape its message lends weight to coverage, with important implications for 

public opinion (Clawson and Waltenberg 2003).  



 
 

While previous work investigating the relationship between the Court and media 

primarily focuses on legalistic coverage in print news (Caldeira 1987; Solberg and Waltenburg 

2015; Sill et al. 2013; Hoekstra 2000, 2003; LaRowe 2010; Collins and Cooper 2012), a recent 

exception uncovers compelling television media effects (Linos and Twist 2016). Focusing on 

valence, Linos and Twist (2016) find television news outlets were often more positive in their 

treatment of the ACA decision. In a related experiment, they also find that people exposed to 

such messages were more likely to support the ACA decision in turn. Beyond positive and 

negative messages, how might media coverage shape individual attitudes? Baird and Gangl 

(2006) use manipulated news vignettes to examine whether introducing information politicizing 

Supreme Court proceedings affects esteem for the Court. They find that by changing what they 

call the “information environment” to include depictions of the judges as political has a negative 

effect on attitudes towards the Court.3 Alternatively, presenting the justices as adhering to 

legalistic norms has a positive effect on attitudes towards the Court. In their conclusions they 

suggest that the media has a bolstering effect on positive public opinion towards the Court given 

networks’ tendencies to cover the Court as inherently legalistic. This may be true, however, this 

assumption that the media perpetuates the myth of legality seems at least in part based on an 

analysis of print media (Spill and Oxley 2003) and the oft asserted notion that coverage of the 

Courts is distinct from coverage of Congress (Hibbing and Theiss-Morse 2002). While this is not 

an uncommon notion in the literature, we argue that given the current media environment, it is 

the persistence of apolitical television coverage of the Court that is the real myth.  

                                                           
3 Johnston and Bartels (2010) and Zilis (2015) also present evidence supporting this general conclusion. These 

studies motivate our inquiry, which builds on this literature by considering the role of game frames as a driver of 

politicized perceptions and by studying the effect of aggregate coverage on public opinion over-time.  



 
 

While we disagree with the assertion that principled coverage of the Court is modal, we 

agree that the effect of media coverage on individual attitudes needs to be tested experimentally. 

We also argue for the need to vary frames used in actual television clips rather than written 

vignettes to increase external validity. Framing is of interest in coverage of the Court because it 

draws attention to some aspects of a case while leaving out others and in so doing, enables 

shared semantics and expectations around a topic (Tannen 1993; Entman 1993).  

 The dominance of game frames in Court coverage has not been previously investigated. 

This gap in the literature persists despite serious normative implications: game frames dominate 

Court coverage at the cost of substantive discussion about politics and policy issues (Patterson 

1994; Fallows 1997; Lawrence 2000). Rather than aid the public in their search for information, 

journalists focus on public opinion, interpretations of stakeholder motives, winners, and losers 

(Fallows 1997). Political communication scholars find game frames increase cynicism and 

institutional distrust (Cappella and Jamieson 1997), while others find game frames increase 

political interest (Iyengar et al. 2004), and the likelihood people will engage in a search for 

information (Irwin and Van Holesteyn 2008). Whether the effects are positive or negative, the 

lack of scholarship on this particular relationship between media coverage of the Court and 

attitudes is troubling, given that the media are the primary source for information on the Supreme 

Court (Haider-Markel et al. 2006), and surprising given the robust literature on media effects 

(see Bennett and Iyengar 2008 for a review). Moreover, the media have the potential to be more 

influential when it comes to Court coverage as the topics are often cognitively difficult and of 

little bearing on the public’s day-to-day activities.  

What then, does game framing the Court mean for individual attitudes towards the Court 

and its decisions?  If understanding how the media cover the Court is an exercise in 



 
 

understanding how the public perceives the Court, as previous scholars have suggested, then 

studying the effects of game frames is essential. Game frames may heighten the perception that 

the justices are behaving insincerely or politically. As such, prior work on game frames and the 

relationship between the media and the Court implies that these frames should negatively affect 

several attitudinal variables related to the Court. Game frame coverage of Supreme Court 

decisions reduces individuals’ acceptance of (H1) and agreement with decisions (H2).  

As previously stated, we expect that game frame coverage occurs more frequently over-time 

(E1), driven by both market incentives and journalistic norms. Given the dominance of the 

television media and the Court’s own lack of a communication strategy, the Court’s public image 

is therefore at the mercy of the same market forces that encourage game frame coverage in the 

first place. As such, increases in game frame coverage in the aggregate will lessen the perceived 

favorability of the Court in the mass public (H3). We now turn to testing this expectation and 

hypotheses.  

Examining Television News Coverage of the Courts Over-time 

Developing a Game Frame Dictionary 

To develop a dictionary of game frame coverage words and phrases for automated text 

analysis, we hand code news media coverage of two salient Supreme Court decisions, Citizens 

United v. FEC (558 U.S. 310 [2010]) and National Federation of Independent Business v. 

Sebelius (567 U.S. 519 [2012]). This content also guides the design of our experimental stimuli. 

For the sake of brevity most details of these analyses can be found in the online supporting 



 
 

information, Appendix A.4 A coder content analyzed news transcripts obtained from LexisNexis 

for six months following issuance of the opinion utilizing a detailed coding instrument.5  Content 

from MSNBC, Fox News Network, ABC, CBS, CNN, and NBC make up our television news 

coverage. The unit of observation is each transcript. The coding instrument, along with detailed 

information about the reliability, can be found in the online supporting information, Appendix A. 

In our examination of content, we code for individual indicators of game frames, 

generating a list of words and phrases suggestive of game frames to create a dictionary for 

automated text analysis (see online supporting information Appendix B). The game frame 

discusses justice, Court, or stakeholder tactics and strategies including political objectives or 

motivated decision-making as it pertains to opinion writing, integrity, leadership, or personal 

traits of the justices using the language of sport and war. 

Data Collection 

We now turn to exploring the aggregate incidence of game-frame coverage over-time. 

The first step in creating our content database for Supreme Court decision coverage is to identify 

all salient decisions. A decision must be covered on the front page of the New York Times on the 

day following issuance to be considered salient, a common criterion for salience in studies of the 

Court (Epstein and Segal 2000). We draw on the New York Times coverage dataset reported by 

                                                           
4 We selected our two cases using several criteria. First, decisions must be issued between 2000 and 2015 to ensure a 

large number of observations for MSNBC, which began broadcasting in 1996, and Fox News Network, which began 

an incremental roll-out in the late 1990’s. Second, a decision must be covered on the front page of the New York 

Times (Epstein et al. 2012), a common criterion for salience in studies of the Court (Epstein and Segal 2000).  

5 This duration of time ensures a larger number of observations while also capturing a range of coverage from initial 

reporting on the decision, to subsequent interpretation of arguments and discussion of implications. 



 
 

Epstein and colleagues (2012), which includes 650 decisions issued between 1970 and 2010. 

However, since LexisNexis Academic (LNA) does not include broadcast transcripts from most 

of the sources until February 1, 1990 we narrow our interest to coverage of cases decided 1990-

2010.6   Of cases decided during this time, 440 decisions meet the salience criterion. This 

measurement strategy, if anything, may undercount the full extent of game frame coverage on 

television news, biasing us against finding significant associations between coverage and public 

opinion. To compile transcripts by decision date we go through several steps to ensure 

representativeness.  We relegate these details to the online supporting information, Appendix B. 

Lexis Nexis identified 1,063 transcripts containing “Supreme Court” and “decision” with 

a total of 717 aired on cable news networks and 346 aired on broadcast networks. Of these, 108 

transcripts aired on ABC, 93 on NBC, 145 on CBS, 337 on CNN, 227 on Fox News, and 153 on 

                                                           
6 According to a LNA Content report generated September 21, 2015 (upon data collection), LNA coverage for ABC 

starts January 1, 1980; for CBS February 1, 1990; for CNN February 10, 1990; for NBC July 1, 1993; for MSNBC 

November 8, 1999; and for Fox News December 28, 1997. These dates were collected via the sourcebook on LNA, 

and confirmed with the assistance of librarian Stephanie Braunstein and technical specialists at LNA. See Appendix 

I for an inclusive list of all shows in the sample and show coverage in LNA. Of course, these variations in data 

availability by network suggest that our measure potentially undercounts coverage in certain years. Fortunately, our 

primary statistical conclusion, that increases in the volume of game framed coverage are associated with decreases 

in specific support for the Court, is robust to restricting our analysis below to the periods 1993-2010, 1997-2010, 

and 2005-2010. These latter analyses do not include control variables due to a lack of degrees of freedom to estimate 

the full error correction model. As such, we are confident that our inferences are not conditional on variation in data 

availability by network from LNA. Future scholars could and should consider expanding the time horizon of this 

analysis as data become available.  



 
 

MSNBC. For a list of all shows included in the corpus, see the online supporting information, 

Appendix I. 

Game Frame Coverage Over-Time 

 In seeking to classify broadcast transcripts related to either the Obamacare or Citizens 

United decisions as characteristic of the game frame, human coders generated a dictionary of 

words that led them to classify a transcript as dominated by the game frame. Examples of words 

from this dictionary include: battle, loser, fight, and other such terms related to sports and 

combat. This dictionary (see online supporting information Appendix B) is specific to the topic 

(Supreme Court decisions) and type of document (broadcast transcripts obtained from Lexis-

Nexis) we aim to classify. The specificity of our dictionary to the problem thus avoids a common 

pitfall of dictionary classification methods (Grimmer and Stewart 2013).  

 To implement our dictionary coding protocol, we used Lexicoder 3.0 (Daku et al. 2015) 

to measure the proportion of words from our game frame dictionary in each transcript. 

Unsurprisingly, the median proportion of words in a transcript that are also in the game frame 

dictionary is low: about 0.005 with a range of 0 to 0.033. That is, for a typical transcript (median 

length, 4,028 words), we could expect about 20 words from the game frame dictionary.7 

                                                           
7 The nature of Supreme Court cases means that the words “winner” and “loser” could conceivably be utilized by 

broadcasters without any additional game framing in describing case outcomes. “Win”, “lose”, and derivatives 

thereof comprise about 20% of the volume of game frame words in our sample. We created an alternative measure 

of game framing by removing these words from the dictionary. The alternative measure correlates at 0.98 with the 

measure we use here, and all statistical results are robust to this alternative. Therefore, the fact that coverage of a 

Court decision may contain the words “winner” and “loser” as a function of an adversarial judicial system does not 

appear to impact this analysis.  



 
 

 To test E1, which posits game frame coverage has steadily increased, we measure the 

total volume of game frame coverage over-time. To account for the fact that as new cable 

networks enter the marketplace the overall volume of coverage necessarily rises, we propose that 

the volume of game frame coverage in a time period should be measured as the total number of 

stories about the Court in that period, multiplied by the median proportion of game frame words 

used in those same stories. That is, if there were 10 stories in a quarter, and the median 

proportion of game frame words in those stories was 0.01, the “game frame volume” in that 

quarter would be 0.1. If there were 10 stories, but none of them used a single word from the 

game frame dictionary, then the “game frame volume” for that quarter would be 0.8 Figure 1 

shows the volume of game frame coverage, aggregated by quarter, 1990-2010.9 

[Figure 1 about here] 

 Figure 1 demonstrates that, in support of E1, game frames are on the rise. Game frame 

coverage spikes in the final quarters of the year 2000, coinciding with the controversial Bush v. 

Gore (531 U.S. 98 [2000]) decision. Generally, the volume of game frame coverage fluctuates 

substantially. This variance is unsurprising: The Court frequently announces its most politically 

                                                           
8 For robustness, we utilized supervised ensemble classification methods as an alternative strategy. Results were 

robust to this method, contact the authors for details.  

9 The total volume of stories is positively and statistically significantly correlated with the average amount of game 

framing, and both indices generally increase over time. As such, disentangling the effect of coverage increases from 

the effect of the average amount of game framing in any single given story is challenging give our data. Separate 

Wilcoxon rank-sum tests indicate that there is a statistically significant difference in the distribution of both game 

framing in individual stories as well as total stories in the latter (more recent) half of our dataset; both these 

variables appear to increase over-time. Fortunately, our results do not depend on the dictionary classification 

exercise alone, mitigating against this concern.  



 
 

charged rulings towards the end of a term (Epstein, Landes, and Posner 2015). Further, the 

Court’s docket and the media’s agenda vary over-time, so the wide fluctuations we observe in 

the series are to be expected.  

It may also be instructive to examine whether partisan networks (Fox News or MSNBC) 

vary in their use of game frame coverage from broadcast networks. To do so, we need to first 

disaggregate our data so that we can examine case-level attributes. Figure 2 presents the average 

proportion of game frame words per outlet. Overall, regression analyses suggest that cable 

outlets are not generally a statistically significant predictor of game frame coverage. For 

instance, both CNN and CBS are statistically significantly associated with less game framing, 

relative to a baseline of ABC. No cable network is statistically significantly associated with more 

game framing than a baseline of ABC. Figure 2 further shows that NBC does seem to be game 

framing Court decisions the most, 0.4 standard deviations more than CNN (the least) to be 

precise. As such, there is no statistical support for the idea that cable vs. broadcast outlets utilize 

the game frame in significantly different ways. Note that our analysis includes all primetime 

coverage from each network, so these results may offer some solace to those concerned with the 

rise of opinionated content on partisan networks. At least when it comes to the Court, use of the 

game frame across outlets shows no meaningful pattern regarding partisan networks. This 

finding is perhaps unsurprising to new institutional scholars of political communication, who 

point to similar patterns in news coverage across outlets as evidence of market incentives to 

mimic (Boydstun 2013). These results are also echoed by recent work which looks at a snapshot 

of decision coverage and finds that even Fox News and MSNBC do not engage in a one-sided 

negative way, instead offering either support or a mix of support and criticism (Linos and Twist 

2016).   



 
 

[Figure 2 about here] 

 

Examining the Effects of Court Coverage  

Experimental Methods and Stimulus 

A pre/post design survey was administered via Qualtrics May 10, 2015. We set up a 

between-subject research design in which participants are assigned to watch television coverage 

from one of two conditions: 1) principled coverage of a salient decision or, 2) game frame 

coverage of a salient decision. Participants watched a one-minute television clip which discussed 

a recent, prominent Court decision. For the sake of consistency with the content analysis, we use 

the same criterion for saliency we use in the analyses above and again used Citizens United v. 

FEC (558 U.S. 310 [2010]). We use between group comparisons to test whether coverage type 

affects specific support for the Court. All participants are exposed to some content discussing the 

Citizens decision – thus ensuring some baseline of knowledge – and the treatment varies by 

whether that decision is framed as a game, or as principled. Thus, due to random assignment, any 

difference between specific support for the Court between groups can be attributed to media 

coverage (subset analysis lends additional confidence to our approach; see online supporting 

information Appendix F).10   

Principled coverage of Court decisions is defined by portrayals of Court decision-making 

as bound by precedent and characterized by a righteousness that emanates from a close following 

                                                           
10 One option might be to present unframed coverage of a decision as a control. This approach is problematic 

because, as our text analysis demonstrates, most coverage features some proportion of game frame language, 

making “neutral” coverage unlikely. Moreover, people often perceive biases in even neutral coverage (Vallone et al. 

1985), so such coverage is unlikely to even be without any effect.  



 
 

of procedure. For the principled coverage condition we selected a clip from PBS Newshour 

which features Judy Woodruff interviewing Marcia Coyle, Chief Washington Correspondent for 

The National Law Journal and a Newshour regular. Woodruff sets up the conversation by 

detailing the decision, and Coyle distills the policy implications of that decision with reference to 

the precedent and history behind the arguments.  

Game frame coverage of Court decisions is defined by a focus on Court decision-making 

as a political game with discussion of who wins and who loses, public opinion, the strategy of 

individual justices or blocs, battles, and other sport references. For the game frame coverage 

condition we selected a clip from Bill Moyer’s Journal featuring Moyers interviewing campaign 

finance reform expert Monica Youn and Fordham Law Professor Zephyr Teachout. During the 

interview they discuss the strategic implications of the Citizens United decision, and who “won” 

this decision. We include additional details on the stimulus along with screen shots of the videos 

in the online supporting information, Appendix C. An alternative to using actual television 

stimuli is using hypothetical text vignettes. Aside from being subject to confounding (Dafoe et 

al. 2017), since our theoretical interest is in television news effects we decided actual television 

news clips were most appropriate. 

The video stimuli also accord with our over-time data. The proportion of game frame 

words in our game frame condition is 0.011. The average proportion of game frame words in the 

fourth quarter of the year 2000 (when Bush v. Gore was decided) was 0.010. In contrast, no 

words from the game frame dictionary are in the principled video. As such, this video would not 

count at all towards our over-time measure. The full transcripts of each video are available in the 

online supporting information Appendix C.  

Experimental Procedures and Participants 



 
 

Before viewing the video stimulus, participants were informed that the principal 

investigators were interested in their attitudes about courts and that all data are confidential. Prior 

to random assignment, participants filled out a short pre-test including questions on their 

demographics before random assignment to one of the two stimuli. After exposure, participants 

answered questions about specific support of the Court (agreement with and acceptance of the 

decision). Participants were then debriefed as to the intent of the survey. The order of questions 

within the pre and post-test were randomized, as were response options. Kolmogorov-Smirnov 

tests confirm that the distributions of key covariates (age, race, income, education, party 

identification, ideology, political knowledge, and knowledge of the Supreme Court) do not differ 

statistically at conventional levels of significance, suggesting that randomization effectively 

balanced the experimental sample on many important observables (see online supporting 

information Appendix E). 

Participants were recruited from Mechanical Turk (MTurk), an Internet service provided 

by Amazon.com where workers seeking payment for performing short tasks (known as Human 

Intelligence Tasks or HITs) are matched with prospective employers. Berinsky and colleagues 

(2012) found that U.S. based MTurk samples are more representative of the national population 

than convenience samples of college students, and very similar to the unweighted probability 

sample obtained by the American National Election Studies 2008 Panel Study using random 

digit dialing, though the magnitude of effects may vary (also see Mullinix et al. 2015).  

Others caution against using MTurk when examining tasks in which workers are 

incentivized to cheat or share information (Goodman et al. 2013), or highly deceptive 

(Krupnikov and Levine 2014). Our experimental design neither incentivizes cheating nor 

requires extreme deception and thus, the platform is appropriate for this project. Additionally, we 



 
 

have no reason to believe that the magnitude of effects resultant from exposure to television 

coverage would differ significantly for participants recruited from the MTurk population versus 

other popular internet opt-in surveys such as YouGov.  

404 MTurk subjects completed the task, or about 200 participants per condition. The 

sample included about 57% men and 43% women, with 22% identifying as Republicans 

(including leaners), 61% Democrats, and 16% as Independents. The average age was 36 years 

old (SD=12.28). More details on MTurk and participants can be found in the online supporting 

information, Appendix E.  

Experimental Measures 

 We are interested in the effect of the stimuli on specific support for the decision 

discussed. To measure specific support, we asked participants whether they agreed with and 

accept the decision (for question text see online supporting information, Appendix D).    

Experimental Results 

 Table 1 shows the results of our experimental analysis. Table 1 compares subjects 

exposed to principled vs. game-framed coverage of the Citizens United decision. Each row of 

Table 1 presents the results of a Shapiro-Wilk test comparing the central tendency of the various 

dependent variables our hypotheses were concerned with. Since the distribution of both variables 

presenting Table 1 fail to satisfy the t-test’s normality assumption, the associated p-values are 

generated from a non-parametric Wilcoxon rank-sum test. The distributions of these variables by 

treatment condition are reported in online supporting information Appendix E.   

[Table 1 about here] 

Table 1 shows that, relative to coverage focusing on legal principles, game frame 

coverage lowers specific support for a Supreme Court decision—that is, reported agreement with 



 
 

and acceptance of the decision; this difference is statistically significant at traditional levels (α = 

0.05), supporting H1 and H2. Table 1 also presents substantive treatment effect sizes, as 

measured by Cohen’s d (Cohen 1988). These results show that game frames reduce acceptance 

of decisions slightly more than they reduce agreement with decisions. Table 1 also shows a  

plausibly small to moderate treatment effect size: media framing alone is not predicted to move 

an individual from wholesale agreement to wholesale rejection of a decision.  

Despite successful randomization (see online supporting information Appendix E), to 

further interrogate the robustness of these treatment effects, we conduct several analyses on 

subsets of our experimental data.  We find that neither differences in subjects’ partisanship nor 

differences in knowledge of politics and the Court drive our experimental effects (see online 

supporting information Appendix F), lending additional confidence to our results. Moreover, 

these subset analyses demonstrate that treatment effects are robust across partisan and political 

knowledge levels, suggesting that the effects presented herein may be conservative. 

The Effect of Game Frame Coverage on Supreme Court Approval 

Our experimental results, taken in conjunction with prior work (Baird and Gangl 2006; 

Gibson and Nelson 2015; Johnston and Bartels 2010; Woodson 2015; Zilis 2015), suggest that 

increases in politicized perceptions of the Court should reduce its aggregate specific support in 

the mass public (H3). To test this hypothesis, we require data on public favorability towards the 

Court over-time. Our metric of the politicization of coverage of the Court is aggregated at the 

quarterly level 1990-2010. Unfortunately, no single firm provides publicly available data 

regarding support for the Court with quarterly frequency over this timespan. However, several 

survey firms ask questions regarding public approval, favorability, trust, and confidence in the 

Court repeatedly over this timespan, though not with quarterly frequency. Other work (Gibson, 



 
 

Caldeira, and Spence 2003) shows that these sorts of items track specific support for the Court 

more broadly, suggesting that they can perhaps be aggregated into a measure of specific support 

over-time. These items best track specific, rather than diffuse, support for the Court (Durr et al. 

2000, 769). Public approval, broadly construed, does not seem to theoretically map on to the 

notions of institutional loyalty and a generalized belief that the country should defer to the rule of 

law, i.e., diffuse support. Rather, the concept of approval hews closer to agreement with the 

Court’s decisions at a given point in time, i.e., specific support.  

We collected survey data on approval, favorability, trust, and confidence in the Supreme 

Court from the Roper Center’s archives, along with the General Social Survey and the websites 

of the Pew and Gallup survey firms; items fielded between 1971 to 2015. For the entire span of 

this series of specific support, these items were asked a total of 165 times.11 As our broadcast 

transcript data is limited to 1990-2010, we restrict our collection to these dates which results in 

four survey items asked a total of 91 times. 

We follow prior work (Durr et al. 2000) and apply Stimson’s (1991) dyad-ratios 

algorithm to this corpus of survey data. This procedure allows for the estimation of each 

question’s loading (i.e., a correlation) with the underlying latent variable. These loadings along 

with summary statistics for the index are presented in the online supporting information, 

Appendix G. Taken together, the aggregate measure accounts for about 85 percent of the total 

variance, indicating its suitability for usage in the analysis. An aggregate estimate of specific 

support for the Court 1990-2010 is presented in Figure 3.  

[Figure 3 about here] 

                                                           
11 It is possible to scale these survey responses as an index (percentage favorable-unfavorable). Results reported 

below are robust to this alternative.  



 
 

Before we investigate the effect of media coverage on specific support, we must address 

two important technical issues. First, we must determine whether our series are stationary; our 

subsequent analyses will be suspect to the spurious regression problem if we do not diagnose and 

address nonstationarity in our data (Box-Steffensmeier et al. 2014). Second, we must address the 

problem of reverse causality: what if declining public support for the Court causes the broadcast 

media to increase the game framing in their coverage of the Court?  

Online supporting information Appendix H covers these issues in detail. In brief, 

regarding the first issue (stationarity), we follow the advice of Box-Steffensmeier et al. (2014) 

and triangulate the results of multiple unit root tests, and difference or fractionally difference our 

series  to ensure that all the variables in our subsequent analysis are stationary (Box-

Steffensmeier and Helgason 2016). Regarding the second issue (reverse causality), we follow 

Keele’s (2007) approach and show in online supporting information Appendix H that public 

approval of the Court does not Granger cause changes in the volume of game frame coverage at 

any lag length. This result implies that we can confidently treat game frame coverage as 

exogenous in the models below.  

Following De Boef and Keele (2008) and recent applied work on public opinion and the 

Court (Casillas, Enns, and Wohlfarth 2011),  we examine the short and long-run effects of game 

frame coverage on specific support with a generalized error correction model (ECM). Our two 

series of theoretical interest (game frame coverage and specific support) do not show signs of 

cointegration, according to an Engle-Granger test. As Grant and Lebo (2016) point out, the usage 

of the generalized error correction model on non-cointegrated data may be problematic, however, 

Beck (1992) and Keele et al. (2016) argue that ECMs are indeed appropriate for simultaneously 

estimating short and long-run dynamics in stationary data. We show in the online supporting 



 
 

information, Appendix J, that our results are robust to using a simpler restricted Autoregressive 

Distributed Lag Model (ADL) instead of an ECM. 

The ECM estimates coefficients for the differenced and lagged values of each 

independent variable, and the lagged value of the dependent variable. The dependent variable in 

Table 2 is the first difference (change from period t-1 to period t) of the specific support series.12 

Lagging the dependent variable also offers an inferential advantage: omitted variables that 

independently influence the public support series are likely to have their effects captured and 

accounted for by these lags (Beck and Katz 2011). That is, any alternative causes of the 

dynamics we present in Table 2 would be very likely responsible for changes in previous values 

of the dependent variable as well. Including the lags, therefore, offers reasonable insurance 

against overspecification bias as well as omitted variable bias.  

However, we seek to balance concerns with overspecification bias with concerns 

regarding omitted variable bias. We therefore include a crucial control variable, the congruence 

of the Court’s rulings with the public mood, in the ECM reported in Table 2. We follow Ura 

(2014) in defining the liberalism of the Supreme Court in terms of its liberal voting record in a 

given term, in a subset of salient decisions only. Using Ura’s replication data (see: 

https://dataverse.harvard.edu/dataset.xhtml?persistentId=doi:10.7910/DVN/24765), we 

constructed an index of congruence by first standardizing the liberalism of the Court and the 

                                                           
12 The specific support series has already been first-differenced to render it stationary, due to the results of unit root 

tests. The results reported in Table 2 are robust to using the undifferenced, unit root, series as the basis for the 

dependent variable. This alternative strategy would however require that all the variables in the model were not of 

the same order of integration, contra the advice of both Grant and Lebo (2016) and Keele et al. (2016). We therefore 

do not present these alternative results here.  

https://dataverse.harvard.edu/dataset.xhtml?persistentId=doi:10.7910/DVN/24765


 
 

public mood, then taking the absolute value of the difference between these two metrics. Then, 

linear interpolation was used to construct a quarterly time series from these annual data.  

Table 2 presents the results of this error correction model. The dependent variable is the 

change in specific support from one quarter to the next. Long-run multipliers and their standard 

errors are estimated via the Bewley Transformation (De Boef and Keele 2008). Table 2 

demonstrates that even after controlling for ideological congruity, there remains a negative and 

statistically significant immediate association between the volume of game frame coverage and 

public specific support for the Court. The long-run multiplier on game frame coverage is not 

statistically significantly associated with specific support, indicating that the effects of media 

coverage do not endure long into the future. The model does not suffer from serial correlation 

based on the results of Breusch-Godfrey Lagrange multiplier tests. That is, we fail to reject the 

null of no serial correlation at all lag lengths (1 through 5) tested.  

[Table 2 about here] 

 Table 2 shows that increases in the volume of politicized media coverage are statistically 

significantly associated with immediate negative changes in aggregate specific support for the 

Court. Further, the non-significance of the lagged value of media coverage and the long-run 

multiplier indicates that this effect does not persist into the future. This result is unsurprising: as 

time passes, and the media’s agenda and public attention turn toward other topics it seems 

unlikely that increases in the volume of politicized coverage should significantly affect changes 

in public support for the Court 3, 6, or 9 months after the fact.  

 To put these findings in context, Table 2 indicates that if the volume of politicized 

television coverage of Court decisions were to increase by 2 standard deviations, specific support 

should contemporaneously decline by about 0.80 points. This effect, while plausibly small, 



 
 

remains statistically robust even after controlling for the past values of specific support and the 

contemporaneous direct effect of ideologically out-of-step decision-making. As such, while the 

Court itself can and does hurt its specific support directly through its rulings, the Court’s 

abdication of the communication of its decisions to the newsroom incentives of television media 

appears to be partially responsible for declines in specific support as well. 

 Indeed, when the volume of game framed coverage was at its peak (during the end of the 

year 2000, coincident with Bush v. Gore), specific support declined by about a full point (about 

half a standard deviation change) from the end of the third quarter of 2000 to the end of the first 

quarter in 2001. This result buttresses previous work showing that Bush v. Gore most affected 

specific support when the decision was framed in a politicized manner (Nicholson and Howard 

2003).  

Given that our experimental manipulation featured a news clip with a proportion of game 

frame words about as large as the typical proportion during the Bush v. Gore period, our results 

collectively suggest that intense periods of game framed coverage contribute to noticeable 

decreases in specific support. As such, while the typical proportion of game frame words in a 

transcript is seemingly small, our approach does capture a meaningful relationship between 

media framing and specific support. 

Unsurprisingly, and adding to the face validity of our analysis, ideological incongruity 

between the Court’s (salient) rulings and the liberalism of the public mood is statistically 

significantly associated with short and long-run decreases in specific support for the Court. 

Given that specific support theoretically concerns decision satisfaction (as opposed to diffuse 

support), this finding is expected and reassuring.  



 
 

 In sum, after accounting for the dynamic properties of our data, ruling out the possibility 

of reverse causality, and accounting for the lagged influence of public support, increases in the 

volume of game frame media coverage are contemporaneously associated with decreased 

specific support for the U.S. Supreme Court in the mass public. Of course, the possibility of 

contemporaneous confounding would advise against ascribing a causal interpretation to this 

finding, if shown in isolation. However, the observed association is in line with the casual story 

demonstrated by the  experimental results.  All together, these two analyses should mitigate 

concerns about the internal and external validity of the argument. 

Conclusion 

Perceptions of the U.S. Supreme Court in the mass public appear to be at least in part a 

function of whether people view the Court as principled vs. strategic or insincere (Baird and 

Gangl 2006, Gibson and Caldeira 2011). The media serves as the primary conduit by which 

citizens gather information about the Court. Political news coverage increasingly utilizes game-

framing, even, as we show, when discussing unelected institutions like the Court. Presenting the 

Court in terms of partisan wins, losses, and competition may rob it of its veneer of sincerity and 

principle. Using an original dictionary, we measure the volume of game frame broadcast 

coverage from 1990-2010 using an original corpus of 1,063 broadcast transcripts. Television 

news media utilizes game frames regularly when discussing the Court, and the volume of this 

coverage is on the rise. These results suggest that contemporary political news coverage on 

television news emphasizes strategy and tactics even when discussing the judiciary.  

 Using an online survey experiment, we then show that game-frame coverage of a Court 

ruling lessens specific support for that decision. Despite arguments to the contrary (Hibbing and 

Theiss-Morse 2002), our results suggest that the public’s approval of the Court cannot be 



 
 

attributed to apolitical news coverage. Exposure to game-frame coverage of judicial decisions 

causes arguably deleterious effects, if a citizenry that views the judiciary as legitimate and 

supports the rule of law is considered normatively desirable. Indeed, we go on to show that 

public  support for the Court in the aggregate is negatively associated with contemporaneous 

increases in the volume of politicized coverage. These effects may go beyond our conservative 

discussion herein. For example, previous work finds a salient Court case exerted a powerful 

influence on coverage by legacy newspapers, leading to increased attention on relevant issues 

that lasted beyond the immediate issuance (Ura 2009). Given increased reliance on the game 

frame by news broadcasters, at the very least, this work suggests that any effects are unlikely to 

return to a baseline, and at most, it might be the case that we have not yet seen the full extent of 

political coverage of the Court. In other words, we may have entered a news environment, 

dominated by politicized coverage of the Court, from which we cannot return.  

News coverage of the Court links its output to the mass public directly. Our work 

therefore suggests one likely mechanism for declining (though still robust relative to other 

branches) public support for the Court: increasingly politicized news coverage diminishes the 

perception that the Court is especially principled or apolitical. As such, citizens become more 

realist in their view of the Court, and their specific support for the Court declines. Work remains 

to be done to determine whether politicized coverage can also, in the aggregate, affect diffuse 

support, institutional loyalty, and democratic values. Also, a deeper dive into the nuances of 

coverage by outlet  yielded no support for the idea that partisan networks engage in game 

framing Court decisions in significantly differently ways. This comports with work by Linos and 

Twist (2016) which looks at twelve news programs and two decisions and finds that coverage – 

even on cable networks – is usually supportive or mixed, and never entirely critical. Indeed, 



 
 

focusing on valence, they find that coverage is best characterized as deferential. Given our 

results, we might add an addendum to this work: television news coverage of Court decisions is 

not partisan, but it is political.  

But what is the Court to do?  Noting the potentially serious effects rendered by a lack of 

control over how its decisions are covered, practical observers may recommend a press office. 

Such an office could issue short press releases summarizing the Court’s judgments in lay terms, 

avoiding perhaps the embarrassment of television news outlets attempting to parse legalese in 

real time. A press office could also help the Court manage public-facing communications, and 

perhaps better mitigate press proclivities towards controversy and conflict. This is not such a 

stretch, as other work finds that the Court attempts some of these image management strategies 

by working closely with the press corps (Davis 1994). Of course, the Court’s resistance to 

televising oral arguments suggests that the justices might not embrace this reform.  

A more dubious implication of these results is the advantage strategic actors might glean 

from painting the Court as “politicians in robes” following the undesirable outcome of a 

decision. While the evidence is still mixed as to the direct effects of decisions on the public, we 

show that public support is negatively associated with politicized coverage and such coverage is 

on the rise. One might imagine that given a controversial case, a conflict-driven President might 

be willing to denounce the Court in bold political language. In turn, the news media will likely 

game frame the decision, as we show, while also covering the extraordinary response of the 

commander-in-chief. Given their preference for conflict in selecting stories, such circumstances 

could lead to a media frenzy with potentially devastating effects for the reputation of the Court. 

As such controversial cases loom on the horizon, it seems doubtful indeed that the Court’s 

specific support could recover to historic levels in such a fraught media environment.  
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Tables and Figures 

 

Table 1. Experimental Results 

Variable Comparison Normality 

Test 

Mean 

Difference  

Cohen’s 

d 

P > |z| N 

Agree with 

Decision 

Game Frame v. 

Principled 

Failed -0.38 

(5-point scale) 

0.34 0.001* 404 

Accept 

Decision 

Game Frame v. 

Principled 

Failed -0.41 

(4-point scale) 

0.44 >0.001* 404 

*p < 0.05 

  

  



 
 

Table 2. Error Correction Model Estimates of Media Coverage on Public Support 

 

 Model 1 

Variable Estimate 

(SE) 

Short-Term (Immediate) Effects  

ΔPoliticized Media Coverage -4.97* 

(2.76) 

ΔDecision Incongruity with Public Mood -6.19* 

(3.60) 

Long-Term Effects   

Politicized Media Coveraget-1 -3.62 

(4.23) 

Decision Incongruity with Public Moodt-1 -7.54* 

(3.50) 

Error Correction Rate  

Specific Supportt-1 -0.96* 

(0.13) 

Constant 0.19 

(0.26) 

Long-Run Multipliers  

Politicized Media Coverage -3.77 

(4.33) 

Decision Incongruity with Public Mood -7.83* 

(3.54) 

N 64 

R2 0.54 

 *p < 0.05 (one-tailed) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Figure 1. Aggregate Game Frame Volume 1990-2010 

 
  



 
 

Figure 2. Proportion of Game Frame Words by Network 

 

 
  



 
 

Figure 3. Specific Support for the U.S. Supreme Court in the Mass Public 1990-2010 

 
 



Media Coverage and Public Approval of the U.S. Supreme Court 

Online Supporting Information 

Appendix A: Protocols, Instrument, Reliability Analyses for Content Analysis 

To generate our dataset, we attempted to identify all coverage of Citizens United v. FEC and National 

Federation of Independent Business v. Sebelius by broadcast and cable news networks in primetime in the six 

months following the issuance of each decision. We limited our focus to primetime only to increase our ability 

to compare broadcast and cable networks coverage.  

To identify the transcripts in Lexis-Nexis, for Citizens United we utilized the search terms Supreme 

Court Decision! OR Citizens United! OR FEC! AND ((SHOW(5!) OR SHOW(6!) OR SHOW(7!) OR 

SHOW(8!) OR SHOW (9!) AND SHOW(PM))). For Obamacare we utilized the search terms Supreme Court 

Decision! OR National Federation of Independent Business! OR Sebelius! AND ((SHOW(5!) OR SHOW(6!) 

OR SHOW(7!) OR SHOW(8!) OR SHOW (9!) AND SHOW(PM))). Using each set of terms means all 

transcripts with at least one mention of Supreme Court decision or the party named in the decision in any 

iteration airing between 1/21/2010 – 7/21/2010 or 6/28/2012-12/28/2012 for Citizens United and the 

Obamacare decision, respectively. These search terms were tested and verified with the help of a specialist at 

Lexis Nexis.  

A transcript’s content was determined to be within the scope of the project if it was aired during a 

primetime television block on one of the six sampled sources (ABC, CBS, NBC, CNN, MSNBC, Fox), and 

discussed the Supreme Court decision in question. Before we began coding the transcripts, we examined each 

one to determine whether it should be included or not. The research team excluded transcripts if the decision 

was not discussed or the decision was not issued at the Supreme Court level. After the initial decision to exclude 

a transcript, we reviewed all exclusions to verify they were appropriately removed from our sample.  

After careful review, we excluded 108 transcripts because the transcripts did not feature discussion of 

the decision of interest. Since we are interested in the framing of coverage about the decision we selected 

transcript as our unit, an appropriate length to allow a discussion to unfold and dominant frame to emerge. This 



generated a total sample size of 147 observations, 88 for Citizens and 59 for Obamacare. It is worth noting that 

MSNBC does not typically offer news programming on the weekend, preferring to air documentaries instead. 

Also, CNN often re-runs shows from the previous week on the weekends and we flagged those transcripts as 

duplicates but still code them an observation since they still represent a unique segment of coverage.  

After inclusion is determined, a coder used the detailed coding instrument (see this appendix).  This 

instrument measures dominant frames, which allows us to uncover trends in coverage broadly, while measuring 

distinct characteristics of game and principled frames allows us to garner nuance in the word choices, 

phraseology, and foci of each type of coverage. Given that we know little about how the media cover Court 

cases and want to ensure the validity of our dictionary, this approach also maximizes the coverage information 

we glean for these two cases.  The dominant frame can be game or principled.  For game, for example, coverage 

may discuss who is winning or losing in regards to the decision, describe justices vying for individual power or 

attention, and the battle for public opinion or institutional legitimacy. Rhetorical allusions often include 

references to battle, competing neck-and-neck, and the home stretch. A principled frame, on the other hand, 

includes news stories that focus on issues and issue positions that emanate from the decision. Discussion in this 

frame treats the court as made-up of principled decision-makers rather than strategic actors. Such coverage is 

characterized by a focus on precedent, legalistic logic, and the implications of a decision in the policy and legal 

realm. This is the sort of coverage scholars assume typifies media coverage of the courts. 

We elected to utilize human coding since our variables included primarily latent content such as 

discussion of principled coverage. To minimize bias and create consistency in the coding, both the primary 

coder and the reliability coder read through example transcripts for the latent content variables and coded them 

on their own before meeting to discuss agreement with the research team. We also checked in mid-way through 

the coding process to ensure the primary coder was on the right track and go over any questions. The training, 

coding, and reliability coding took a little more than six months.  Finally, a ten percent random draw of all 

transcripts was recoded by a second coder to calculate a measure of inter-coder reliability. 

Content Analysis Results 



There were a total of 147 unique stories on the Citizens United and Obamacare decision in our sample; 

about 55% of those were dedicated to the Citizens United decision (N=88), while 40% were dedicated to the 

Obamacare decision (N=59). For the Citizens United case, most coverage aired on Fox News (N=40), while for 

the Obamacare decision the modal news outlet was MSNBC (N=20). This is an unsurprising pattern of coverage 

given that the Citizens United case was widely seen as a victory for the conservative bloc on the Court, while 

the Obamacare decision was interpreted as a win for the sitting president and liberal-leaning justices. Cable 

network coverage dominates both decisions representing 84% and 84.75% of coverage for the Citizens and 

Obamacare decisions, respectively. Looking to the dominant frame of each transcript, we find that—as we 

suspected—most coverage in our sample falls into the game frame category (N=86), while only 39% of our 

sample can be characterized as dominated by the principled frame (N=58). These results suggest the game 

frame dominates these two high profile cases.  The codebook and reliability analyses follow. 

  



Codebook for Content Analysis 

Directions:  

1. Fill out each item below for each transcript  on the corresponding excel spreadsheet   

1. each row is a transcript (or observation), each column is a variable corresponding to a 

question below; draw data from transcript, enter data into corresponding columns (see var 

name) based on coding scheme presented below (e.g. 0 or 1, etc.)  

2. Note the two last rows of the game frame and strategy frame section include a list of words 

and/or phrases – these are the indicators you draw on from the transcript as evidence of presence or 

absence of each item. Thus, words and phrases should not overlap between frames.  

3. Also note there is a note column for any idiosyncratic findings that may be of note to the 

researchers, anything that may be unique or stands out!    

4. If you have any question do not hesitate to ask Katie or Matt, it is better to be sure!   

Adapted from Aalberg, Stromback, de Vreeze (2012), “Journalism”  

Universe:  all programs aired on ABC, CBS, NBC, CNN, Fox, MSNBC – excluding televised proceedings, 

speeches, for-profit programs – which mentioned Supreme Court decision or Citizens United/Supreme Court 

decision or National Federation of Independent Businesses or  Sebelius); dated January 21, 2010-June 21, 

20010/June 28, 2012-December 28, 2012; aired between 5:00pm-10:00pm.  

 Unit: Transcript mentioning decision per program by station  

Method of Data Collection: Lexis Nexis Academic, News Transcripts  

______________________________________________________________________________ Date the 

Story Aired (XX/XX/XX): _______________________________  

  

News Source:          ABC (1) CBS (2) NBC (3)         CNN (4)         Fox News  (5)        MSNBC (6) [numbers in 

parentheses are coded values]  

Name of the Program (e.g. The O’Reilly Factor): _______________________________  

Start Time (XX:XX pm): ___________     



Strategic Game Macro Frame  

What is the 

dominant frame of 

this transcript?  

Coders should type 1 for ‘Strategic game frame’ and 2 for ‘Principled/issue frame’.  

‘Strategic game frame’ includes news stories that frame the decision as a game, 

personality contest, as strategy, and as personal relationships between political actors and 

the Court not related to the content of the decision. News stories that focus on the tactics 

or strategy of the justices, on the images of the Court or individual justices, on political 

power or institutional credibility of the Court as a goal in itself, on public opinion related 

to the decision, and on justices as individuals rather than as members of a judicial body, 

should count as ‘Strategic game frame’.  

‘Principled/issue frame’ includes news stories that focus on issues and issue positions that 

emanate from the decision, on real-life conditions with relevance for the decision, on 

repercussions and policy implications of the decision, and on what has happened or what 

someone has said and done to the extent that it deals with or is depicted as relevant for the 

decision.  

Coders should select the frame that dominates in the news story. Usually, dominance is 

decided by space in which the respective frames are applied, but the headline and lead 

should be given extra weight in the judgment of what frame dominates the news story.  

 

Game frame   

Conceptual definition: The game frame refers to news stories that portray Court decision-making as a game: 

who is winning or losing in regards to the decision, individual justices vying for individual power or attention, 

the battle for public opinion or institutional legitimacy, approval or disapproval from interest groups or 

particular constituencies or publics; or that speculate about the effects of decision on political stakeholders.  

 Does the story deal with public 

opinion or polls and politicians’ 

0 = no, 1 = yes. Type 1 if the news story at least once mentions public 

opinion and the standing of political parties, individual candidates, or a 



or parties standing in the 

decision? [var name Gf 1]  

public policy in the decision. Coders should also type 1 if the news story 

includes references to generic ‘opinion’ or ‘polls’ and the standing of 

political parties, candidates, or a policy according to ‘polls’ or ‘the opinion’. 

Otherwise coders should type 0.  

  

Does the story deal with public 

opinion towards the Court? [var 

name Gf 2]  

0 = no, 1 = yes. Type 1 if the news story at least once mentions public 

opinion and the standing of the Court. Coders should also type 1 if the news 

story includes references to generic ‘opinion’ or ‘polls’ and the standing of 

the Court according to ‘polls’ or ‘the opinion’. Otherwise coders should 

type 0.  

  

Does the story deal with  

politicians, parties or other 

stakeholders in the decision 

winning or losing? [var name Gf 

3]  

This variable has two codes: 0 = no, 1 = yes. Coders should  

type 1 if the news story at least once refers to whether politicians, parties or 

other stakeholders are winning or losing with respect to the decision. 

Otherwise coders should type 0.  

  

Does the story deal with  

Justices or the Court generally in 

the decision winning or losing? 

[var name Gf 4]  

This variable has two codes: 0 = no, 1 = yes. Coders should  

type 1 if the news story at least once refers or implies to whether Justices, 

groups/blocs of justices, or the Court in general are winning or losing with 

respect to the decision. Otherwise coders should type 0.  

  

Does the story make use of a 

language of sports or war? [var 

name Gf 5]  

This variable has two codes: 0 = no, 1 = yes. Coders should type 1 if the 

news story at least once makes use of a language of sports and war, such as 

battle, competition, winning, or fight. Otherwise coders should type 0.  



Does the story discuss the 

balance (i.e., vote margin) of the 

decision? [var name Gf 6]  

This variable has two codes: 0 = no, 1 = yes.  

Sports/War Word List  Record each of the words used in the above items that utilized the analogy 

of sports or war, separating each word with a ;  

Sports/War Phrase List  If it is not a word that conveys presence or absence of the sports/war 

analogy, but a series of words or a phrase copy and paste that phrase here 

and delimit each with a ; Note that as much as possible copy and paste the 

part of text that conveys the analogy itself, not the entire sentence (the fewer 

words the better)  

For example: “end zone”;  

  

Strategy Frame  

Conceptual definition: The strategy frame refers to news stories that are centered around interpretations of 

justice, Court, or stakeholder motives for actions and positions; their strategies and tactics for achieving 

political or policy goals; securing a decision; writing an opinion; and choices regarding leadership and integrity, 

including personal traits.  

 

Does the story deal with 

justices’ strategies or tactics? 

[var name St 1]  

This variable has two codes: 0 = no, 1 = yes. Coders should type 1 if the 

news story at least once refers to justice strategies or tactics. Otherwise 

coders should type 0.  

  

Does the story deal with other 

stakeholders’ strategies or 

tactics? [var name St 2]  

This variable has two codes: 0 = no, 1 = yes. Coders should type 1 if the 

news story at least once refers to stakeholder strategies or tactics. Otherwise 

coders should type 0.  



  

Does the story deal with 

justices’ motives for actions, 

positions, or behaviors? [var 

name St 3]  

This variable has two codes: 0 = no, 1 = yes. Coders should type 1 if the 

news story at least once refers to justices’ motives for actions, positions, or 

behaviors. Otherwise coders should type 0.  

  

Does the story deal with 

stakeholders’ motives for 

actions, positions, or behaviors? 

[var name St 4]  

This variable has two codes: 0 = no, 1 = yes. Coders should type 1 if the 

news story at least once refers to stakeholders’ motives for actions, 

positions, or behaviors. Otherwise coders should type 0.  

  

Games/Strategy Word  List  Aside from sports/war analogies, record each of the words that indicated the 

presence or absence of each item above (Gf 1-6 & St1-4) and delimit each 

with a ;  

For example: style; strategic; performance  

Games/Strategy Phrase  List  Aside from sports/war analogies, if it is not a word that conveys presence or 

absence of each item above (Gf 1-6 & St1-4) but a series of words or a 

phrase copy and paste that phrase here and delimit each with a ; Note that as 

much as possible copy and paste the part of text that conveys game frame, 

not the entire sentence (the fewer words the better)  

For example: “judicial standing” ; “justice integrity” “preserve legitimacy”   

Principles Frame (Gibson & Caldeira 2009, 2011)  

 Conceptual definition: The principles frame refers to news stories that are centered around whether the 

justices are sincere and principled in their in their decisions or behave more like ordinairy “politicians in 

robes”.  



 Does the story mention the political 

party affiliations of the justices? [Pf 

1]  

This variable has two codes: 0 = no, 1 = yes. Coders should type 1 if the 

news story at least once refers to a justice’s party affiliation or the 

affiliation of her appointing president. Otherwise coders should type 0.  

  

Does the story mention the values 

or political views of the justices? 

[Pf 2]  

This variable has two codes: 0 = no, 1 = yes. Coders should type 1 if the 

news story at least once refers to a justice’s political viewpoints. 

Otherwise coders should type 0.  

  

Does the story use the phrase 

“politicians in robes” or something 

synonymous? [Pf 3]  

This variable has two codes: 0 = no, 1 = yes. Coders should type 1 if the 

news story at least once refers uses the phrase. Otherwise coders should 

type 0.  

  

Does the story claim that the 

justices’ decision was based on the 

law and the Constitution? [Pf 4]  

This variable has two codes: 0 = no, 1 = yes. Coders should type 1 if the 

news story at least once references the law, precedent, or Constitutional 

principles as justification for the decision. Otherwise coders should type 

0.  

  

Does the story claim that the 

justices had a substantial leeway in 

their decision? [Pf 5]  

This variable has two codes: 0 = no, 1 = yes. Coders should type 1 if the 

news story at least once mentions that the justices had latitude, leeway, 

freedom, etc. to arrive at any one of a variety of conclusions.  

Does the story claim that at least 

one justice acted in a way to 

maintain the Court’s institutional 

legitimacy or credibility? [Pf 6]  

This variable has two codes: 0 = no, 1 = yes. Coders should type 1 if the 

news story at least once mentions that a justice did what she did to 

maintain the Court’s legitimacy or credibility.  



Pf Word  List  Record each of the words that indicated the presence or absence of each 

item above (Pf 1-6) and delimit each with a ;  

For example: law, precedent, principles  

Pf Phrase  List  If it is not a word that conveys presence or absence of each item above 

(Pf 1-6) but a series of words or a phrase copy and paste that phrase here 

and delimit each with a ; Note that as much as possible copy and paste 

the part of text that conveys game frame, not the entire sentence (the 

fewer words the better)  

For example: “constitutional principles” or “justices had leeway”    

  

  



Reliability Coding 

One coder, using the same coding instrument (see this appendix, above), analyzed a random draw of 

approximately 10 percent of coded transcripts (n=10).  We present several measures of agreement.  We include 

percent agreement as it is intuitive, however, it overestimates true intercoder agreement.  We also present 

Krippendorff’s alpha and Cohen’s alpha both of which are more flexible and can account for multiple coders.  

Scores that approach 1 are indicative of greater agreement between coders.  In most fields, a threshold of .7 is 

an acceptable score of reliability.  However, given this study is exploratory and both Krippendorff’s alpha and 

Cohen’s alpha are conservative measures, prior to reliability testing we set a threshold of .6 for acceptability 

(Lombard, Snyder-Duch and Bracken 2004).  The results in the table below show that we have far met these 

expectations in some instances. 

 

 

 

 

Content % Agreement Cohen’s Kappa Krippendorff’s Alpha 

  (k) (a) 

Source 100% --- --- 

Game frame 

dominates 80% 0.62 0.62 

    

Does the story 

deal with 

Justices or the 

Court generally in 

the decision 

winning or losing? 

[var name Gf 4] 50% --- -0.26 

Does the story 

deal with 

politicians, parties 

or other 

stakeholders in the 

decision winning 

or losing? [var 

name Gf 3] 50% 0.19 0.04 

Does the story 

deal with public 

opinion or polls 

and politicians’ or 

parties standing in 

the decision? [var 

name Gf 1] 90% 0.62 0.63 

Does the story 

deal with public 

opinion towards 90% --- --- 



the court? [var 

name Gf 2] 

Does the story 

make use of a 

language of sports 

or war? [var name 

Gf 5] 40% -0.15 -0.14 

Does the story 

deal with justices’ 

strategies or 

tactics? [var name 

St 1] 60% 0.29 0.21 

Does the story 

deal with other 

stakeholders’ 

strategies or 

tactics? [var name 

St 2] 80% --- -0.06 

Does the story 

deal with justices’ 

motives for 

actions, positions, 

or behaviors? [var 

name St 3] 60% --- -0.19 

Does the story 

deal with 

stakeholders’ 

motives for 

actions, positions, 

or behaviors? [var 

name St 4] 70% 0.21 0.24 

 

 

 

  



Appendix B: Data Collection Protocols, Final Game Frame Dictionary 

Details on Data Collection for Automated Text Analyses 

Before we compiled transcripts of television coverage we collected the exact decision date for each case. 

We then established coverage dates for each case where the decision date is the start point and the “cut-off” 

point is either 6 months following the decision or the day before the next decision issuance, whichever comes 

first. This enables us to be sure we are collecting a representative, aggregate sample of coverage while also 

ensuring we are not collecting duplicate transcripts. We then use these coverage dates to generate search 

parameters for LNA. Keywords include: “Supreme Court!” AND “Decision!” ((SHOW(5!) OR SHOW(6!) OR 

SHOW(7!) OR SHOW(8!) OR SHOW(9!) AND SHOW(PM))). These keywords, in conjunction with coverage 

dates, instruct LNA to pull any transcripts with mention both the Supreme Court and decision, in any iteration, 

from primetime coverage on ABC, CBS, NBC, CNN, MSNBC, and Fox News during those dates. We use 

broad search terms rather than the names of the specific parties to a decision for several reasons: 1) often names 

are ambiguous enough (e.g. Texas or Smith) as to tap unrelated coverage and, 2) coverage seems to rarely 

reference decisions by their full names. Thus, after several trial searches with various combinations of 

keywords, this set of keywords were found to yield the most reliable results while also being inclusive of the 

broadest swath of Supreme Court decision coverage.  

Game Frame Dictionary 

attack 

battle 

fight* 

attack* 

big win 

pinning its shoulders to the mat 

victory 

grenade 

soldier 



guarding 

blew one of them up  

combative posture 

rally the troop* 

minor league* 

battle lines being drawn 

arms race 

at war 

trading blow* 

curveball 

big win 

public fight 

winning issue 

attacking 

overthrew 

blow 

trench warfare 

out on top 

pep rally 

line in the sand 

calling balls and strikes 

balls and strike* 

strike zone 

jab 

unforced error 

fight 



strike down 

rallied 

bombshell 

assault 

loser 

winning 

scoring 

win 

won 

defend 

umpire 

strikes 

target  

lost  

games 

football 

block 

defenders 

sidelines 

ball 

lose  

battle 

barricades 

resistance 

defeat 

umpires  



turncoat 

umpire 

missed 

bombshell 

loss 

losers 

underdog 

battlefield  

team 

dodge 

firestorm 

defense 

guns 

rally 

winner 

aimed 

assail 

duel 

game 

dugout 

kicking 

fought 

attack* 

opponent* 

pitch 

bat 



score 

hero 

plate 

defenses 

scored 

winner* 

defending 

fallout 

bullet 

war 

endgame 

balls 

defensive 

punter 

kicked 

punter 

strike 

weapon 

guerilla 

offensive 

spiking the ball 

end zone 

spike the football 

dead heat 

spray gunned 

score points 



offensive 

neck and neck 

lead the charge 

won the battle 

lost the war 

pound the drum 

victory lap 

rally cry 

rally the base 

big victory 

tie-breaking vote 

ball game 

bat rack 

winning side 

losing side 

drum beating  

rear guard 

third strike 

scored a big win 

bruising battle 

preemptive strike 

sore loser 

rallying cry 

turn of play 

battle line 

  



Appendix C: Details on Experimental Procedures 

Pilot Test 

We first pilot tested the stimuli using a convenience sample. Subjects were recruited via a Subject Pool. 

No participants were excluded unless determined not to be a student of the university. Students interested in 

receiving extra credit took the survey through the Sona Subject Pool portal. Students had the option to complete 

an alternative written assignment. Of the participants who opted-in, 89.83% completed the survey. Participants 

are recruited by professors participating in the subject pool and reminded of opportunities in a weekly email 

digest via their school email address. The primary purpose of this study was to ensure the stimuli are realistic 

and technical aspects of the platform sound.  

Stimulus 

To create the stimulus, during the first week of May 2015 we searched for television coverage of the two 

decisions of interest using searches within news websites (CNN, PBS, Fox News, MSNBC, ABC, CBS, NBC), 

on YouTube, Snapstream (a TV news monitoring service), and Google News. We wanted prototypical coverage 

of each of our coverage types, game and principled. Logistically, we also wanted each clip to be continuous 

(without commercial break) and of similar duration and flow (no abrupt editing including an introduction and 

conclusion) to ensure viewing was as natural as possible. We did not put restrictions on the show type.  

We tried to ensure each clip was of similar duration (about 1 minute), had an introduction, and extant 

content was characterized by coverage type. Any logos or names were edited out using Sony Vegas Movie 

Studio, rendered at 720p24, and uploaded to YouTube for optimal browser viewing. We also edited out a 

picture of President Barack Obama from the non-salient game frame condition to avoid priming.  

Participants 

First, workers already registered to MTurk can elect to participate in this experiment from a list of HITs. 

Participants were instructed they must not complete the HIT multiple times, and upon completion of the study 

would be given a code to submit to receive payment. Additionally, limits were placed on the HIT itself so that 

only workers that met these requirements could see the HIT: 18 years or older, citizen of the United States, at 

least a 95% approval rating, and completion of at least 1000 HITS. Peer and co-authors (2013) find that such 



reputational criterions are sufficient for ensuring quality data from MTurk workers. Also, limits were placed on 

the HIT so that workers were unable to complete the task more than once.  

We approved payment for all workers unless they met one of the following exclusion criteria: survey 

was not completed, or the completion code was not entered. Average duration was 8 minutes.  

Implied consent was given by agreeing to participate in the task after selecting the HIT from the list of 

available tasks on MTurk. Workers who opted to participate were offered $1.50 to complete a 10-minute survey 

on the Court in which their responses would be anonymous. After agreeing, participants were redirected to take 

the survey on Qualtrics. On the first screen participants saw the following audit question, “We check responses 

carefully in order to make sure that people have read the instructions for the task and responded carefully. We 

will only accept participants who clearly demonstrate that they have read and understood the survey. Again, 

there will be some very simple questions in what follows that test whether you are reading the instructions. If 

you get these wrong, we may not be able to use your data. Do you understand?”  Participants can select either, 

“Yes, I understand” or “No, I do not understand.”  Clifford and Jerit (2016) comparing the effectiveness of a 

variety of attention checks on MTurk workers, find an improvement in data quality when this audit question is 

included. All respondents selected they understood.  

Experimental Treatment Transcripts 

Game Frame Coverage 

Bill Moyer (Host):  Welcome to The Journal. When the five conservatives on the Supreme Court decided last 

week that money is speech and corporations have the same rights to spend as much of it buying elections as you 

do, you could hear the champagne corks popping over at Goldman Sachs, JPMorgan Chase, and ExxonMobil.  

Bill Moyer (Host):  But, in very plain language who won this Supreme Court decision?  

Monica Youn: Well, corporations clearly won this decision. I mean essentially what the court does is it awards 

monopoly power over the First Amendment to corporations. You can think about the last couple of elections as 

the slow rise of the grass roots. And, as a result, the political parties for the first time have an incentive to start 

reaching out to small donors, to start cultivating grassroots organizing networks, and you saw what happened in 

the last election. Now, what the Supreme Court has done here is really a power play. It takes power away from 

the grassroots and it puts it squarely back in the hands of corporate special interest.  

Zephyr Teachout: This decision, at base, is about power.  

Principled Coverage 



Judy Woodruff (Host): The Supreme Court today struck down a key provision of the federal campaign finance law. 

Wealthy donors can now contribute to an unlimited number of candidates and political committees. For more on today’s 

decision, we turn to Marcia Coyle of the National Law Journal. She was in the court room this morning. Welcome back. 

Marcia Coyle: Thank you Judy. 

Judy Woodruff (Host): So, Marcia, what was the court asked to decide here? What was this case about?   

Marcia Coyle: The court basically was asked to decide whether the total cap on what an individual can contribute to a 

candidate or political committees and parties in a two-year election cycle is still essentially justified by the government’s 

legitimate interest in preventing corruption or the appearance of corruption. The court back in 1976, Judy, upheld that 

limit.  

  



 

Experimental Treatment Screenshots 

Game Frame Coverage

 

 

 

 

 



Principled Coverage 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Appendix D: Experimental Measures 

 

Measure Question Response Options 

Specific Support (Accept) Do you accept the Court's 

decision in this case? That is, 

do you think the decision 

ought to be accepted and 

considered to be the final 

word on the matter, or that 

there ought to be an effort to 

challenge the decision and get 

it changed? 

Strongly believe it should be 

accepted – Strongly believe 

that it should be challenged; 

4-point scale 

Specific Support (Agree) Overall, do you agree or 

disagree with the Court's 

decision in this case? 

Strongly Agree – Strongly 

Disagree; 5-point scale 

 

  



Appendix E. Distributions of Dependent Variables by Experimental Treatment Condition* 

 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Variable Game Frame Principled Frame Range KS-Test p > D 

Agree with decision 

 

2.14 

(1.07) 

2.51 

(1.17) 

1-5 0.03 

Accept decision 

 

 

1.88 

(0.86) 

2.29 

(1.01) 

 

1-4 <0.01 

Sex 41% Female 44% Female 0-1 >0.99 

Age 35.55 

(12.28) 

36.48 

(12.16) 

19-71 0.57 

Party (inc. leaners) 63% Dem., 

21% Rep., 

16% Ind. 

61% Dem., 

25% Rep., 

15% Ind. 

1-3 0.81 

Political 

Knowledge 

2.88 

(1.67) 

3.04 

(1.66) 

0-5 0.99 

Supreme Court 

Knowledge 

1.60 

(0.67) 

1.67 

(0.67) 

0-3 0.70 

*Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests performed using the ksmirnov command in Stata 12.0. The null 

hypothesis of the test is that the variable was drawn from the same distribution across the 

groups.  



Appendix F. Experimental Subgroup Analyses 

 Below are six subgroup analyses of our experimental data. For each subgroup, we report the results of a 

Shapiro-Wilk normality test of both specific support variables. If the variable passes the test, we report t-test p-

values in the following columns. Due to the directionality of our experimental hypotheses, we report the results 

of one-tailed tests for these variables. If the variable fails the normality test, we report the p-value associated 

with a Wilcoxon Rank-Sum test, which does not permit one-tailed testing as its null hypothesis is not a test of 

means but whether the distribution of the variable differs across the groups. The mean differences reported are 

always the game-frame condition average minus the principled frame condition value.   

Table F1. Experimental Results, Democrats 

Variable Comparison Normality 

Test 

Mean 

Difference  

P > |z| N 

Agree with 

Decision 

Game Frame v. 

Principled 

Failed -0.31 0.03 249 

Accept 

Decision 

Game Frame v. 

Principled 

Failed -0.31 0.02 249 

 

Table F2. Experimental Results, Republicans 

Variable Comparison Normality 

Test 

Mean 

Difference  

P > t 

(one-tailed) 
N 

Agree with 

Decision 

Game Frame v. 

Principled 

Passed -0.32 0.09 91 

Accept 

Decision 

Game Frame v. 

Principled 

Passed -0.46 0.01 91 

 

Table F3. Experimental Results, High Political Knowledge Subjects 

Variable Comparison Normality 

Test 

Mean 

Difference  

P > |z| 

(one-tailed) 
N 

Agree with 

Decision 

Game Frame v. 

Principled 

Failed -0.39 0.001 261 

Accept 

Decision 

Game Frame v. 

Principled 

Failed -0.40 0.001 261 

 

Table F4. Experimental Results, Low Political Knowledge Subjects 

Variable Comparison Normality 

Test 

Mean 

Difference  

P > t 

(one-tailed) 
N 

Agree with 

Decision 

Game Frame v. 

Principled 

Passed -0.46 0.001 141 

Accept 

Decision 

Game Frame v. 

Principled 

Passed -0.50 <0.001 141 



 

Table F5. Experimental Results, High Supreme Court Knowledge Subjects  

Variable Comparison Normality 

Test 

Mean 

Difference  

P > |z| 

(one-tailed) 
N 

Agree with 

Decision 

Game Frame v. 

Principled 

Failed -0.49 <0.001 285 

Accept 

Decision 

Game Frame v. 

Principled 

Failed -0.49 <0.001 285 

 

 

Table F6. Experimental Results, Low Supreme Court Knowledge Subjects 

Variable Comparison Normality 

Test 

Mean 

Difference  

P > t 

(one-tailed) 
N 

Agree with 

Decision 

Game Frame v. 

Principled 

Passed -0.26 0.08 117 

Accept 

Decision 

Game Frame v. 

Principled 

Passed -0.32 0.02 117 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



Appendix G. Supplementary Analyses for Public Opinion Index 

 

Loadings Between Individual Survey Items and Overall Specific Support Index 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Summary Statistics for Public Opinion toward the Court Index 

N  84 

Mean 

S.D. 

 47.65 

3.48 

Range  41.01-54.65 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Question/Firm Correlation with Index 

Confidence/Gallup 

 

0.94 

Favorability/Pew 

 

 

0.94 

Confidence/GSS 

 

 

0.95 

Trust/Gallup 

 

0.94 

Approval/Gallup 

 

0.89 

Confidence/CBS & NY Times 

 

1.00 

Approval/CNN 0.07 

 

Approval/CBS & NY Times -1.00 

*As noted in Keele (2007, 245): “Survey items that only appear twice load at 1.0, -1.0, 

or 0 by definition in the principal components analog.” 

 



Appendix H. Time Series Diagnostic Tests, Media Coverage, and Aggregate Support 

 

Turning first to the question of stationarity: our time series of the volume of game frame coverage 

exhibits signs of fractional integration (Box-Steffensmeier and Tomlinson 2000). The results of augmented 

Dickey-Fuller tests are mixed depending on the lag length chosen (See Tables H1-H6). Similarly, the results of 

a Lo-Mackinlay variance ratio test (Table H7) vary depending on the lag length tested. That is, we cannot reject 

or fail to reject the null hypothesis of a unit in both of these tests. Further, we reject the null hypothesis of 

stationarity in KPSS test (Table H8). Thus, the evidence suggests that this series is neither stationary, nor is it 

integrated of order 1 (i.e., a unit root). Indeed, when we estimate the order of integration using Robinson’s 

semi-parametric estimator, we find that our media coverage series is fractionally integrated with d = 0.30. 

Therefore, we fractionally difference the media coverage series according to this estimate of d to render it 

stationary and suitable for further analysis. We fractionally difference using the FRACDIFF module for Stata 

13.1 (Baum 2006). This module allows us to use our estimate of Robinson’s d directly. The module does burn 

the first 12 observations in the series to perform differencing, however. Results are robust to instead using the 

“whitened” residuals of an ARFIMA model (Box-Steffensmeier, Darmofal, and Farrell 2009); this approach 

does not burn so many observations, but at the cost of allowing us to choose the method for estimating d.  

Conversely, the aggregate support series appears to be integrated of order 1. We fail to reject the null 

hypothesis of a unit root for any of our Dickey-Fuller or Augmented Dickey-Fuller tests for the support series. 

See Tables H1-H6. We fail to reject the null of a unit root at any lag length in our Lo-MacKinlay variance-ratio 

tests (Table H7). Robinson’s semi-parametric estimator of the order of integration yields an estimated d of 0.75 

(Table H9). However, fractionally differencing the support series according to this estimated d does not render 

it stationary. First-differencing this series does render it stationary, supporting a conclusion that this series is 

indeed best treated as a unit root. 

Table H1. Dickey-Fuller Tests for Unit Root, No Lag 

Variable Test Statistic McKinnon approx. p-value 

Media Coverage -6.26 <0.001 

Aggregate Support -2.26 0.18 

 

Table H2. Augmented Dickey-Fuller Tests for Unit Root, First Lag 



Variable Test Statistic McKinnon approx. p-value 

Media Coverage -4.40 <0.001 

Aggregate Support -2.49 0.12 

 

Table H3. Augmented Dickey-Fuller Tests for Unit Root, Second Lag 

Variable Test Statistic McKinnon approx. p-value 

Media Coverage -3.32 0.01 

Aggregate Support -2.02 0.28 

 

Table H4. Augmented Dickey-Fuller Tests for Unit Root, Third Lag 

Variable Test Statistic McKinnon approx. p-value 

Media Coverage -2.40 0.14 

Aggregate Support -1.70 0.43 

 

Table H5. Augmented Dickey-Fuller Tests for Unit Root, Fourth Lag 

Variable Test Statistic McKinnon approx. p-value 

Media Coverage -2.36 0.15 

Aggregate Support -1.84 0.36 

 

Table H6. Augmented Dickey-Fuller Tests for Unit Root, Fifth Lag 

Variable Test Statistic McKinnon approx. p-value 

Media Coverage -2.00 0.29 

Aggregate Support -1.84 0.36 

 

 

Table H7. Lo-MacKinlay Variance Ratio Test  

Variable VR(2) VR(4) VR(8) VR(16) 

Media Coverage 0.59* 0.28* 0.16* 0.11 

Aggregate Support 1.11 0.91 0.88 0.57 
*p < 0.05     

 

Table H8. KPSS Test for No Time Trend  

  Lag Order 

Variable 0 1 2 3 

Media Coverage 2.14 1.60 1.33 1.15 

Aggregate Support 2.41 1.32 0.95 0.76 

Critical Values     

0.01 0.74 0.74 0.74 0.74 

0.05 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 

0.10 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 

 

Table H9. Robinson’s Semi-Parametric Estimates of Fractional Integration 

Variable d SE 

Media Coverage 0.30* 0.10 

Aggregate Support 0.75* 0.10 
*p < 0.05   

 

Now that we have rendered our variables stationary, we turn to the issue of potential reverse causality. 

To investigate whether public support causes changes in media coverage, we estimate Granger causality tests at 



several lag lengths. The test is straightforward: we test the hypothesis that the lagged values of the public 

support series explain variance in the media coverage series, above and beyond the variance explained by the 

lagged values of media coverage itself. Granger causality testing is only suitable for variables that are 

stationary; as such, these estimates derive from series that are transformed by fractional differencing (media 

coverage) or first differencing (public support) to render them stationary. A null result would indicate that 

public support does not explain variance in the media coverage series, once we account for past values of the 

media series. Table H10 shows the results of these tests.  

Table H10. Granger Causality Testing of Public Support on Media Coverage 

 

Independent Variable Media Coverage 

Public Support χ2 p-value, 1 lag 0.58 

Public Support χ2 p-value, 2 lags 0.77 

Public Support χ2 p-value, 3 lags 0.85 

Public Support χ2 p-value, 4 lags 0.57 

 

 Table H10 demonstrates that at no lag-length does public support for the Court appear to Granger cause 

changes in the volume of politicized media coverage of the Court. We therefore can more confidently view 

media coverage as exogenous in the simple dynamic model presented in the main text.  

  



Appendix I. List of Shows included in Text Corpa 

 

 

ABC  20/20 (ABC 9:00 pm ET) July 29 1994-May 5 1995 

ABC  20/20 DOWNTOWN (8:00 PM ET) December 4 2000 

ABC 
 ABC 2000: THE DECISION (9:00 PM 

ET) 
December 13 2000 

ABC 
 ABC WORLD NEWS SATURDAY 

(6:30 pm ET) 
April 5 1997  

ABC 
 ABC WORLD NEWS SUNDAY (6:30 

pm ET) 
September 7 1997 

ABC  ABC World News Tonight 6:30 pm ET June 4 1993-June 28 1995; January 22 1997; June 28 2006-July 11 2006 

ABC 
 SPECIAL REPORT (08:00 PM ET) - 

ABC 
November 2 2004 

ABC  WN8 8:30 PM EST ABC May 11 2006 

ABC  WN9 9:30 PM EST ABC May 11 2006 

ABC 
 World News Saturday (ABC 6:30 pm 

ET) 
January 22 1994-May 14 1995 

ABC 
 WORLD NEWS SUNDAY 6:37 PM 

EST 
June 24 2007; March 16 2008 

ABC 
 WORLD NEWS TONIGHT (06:30 PM 

ET) - ABC 
August 25 2005-November 1 2005 

ABC 
 WORLD NEWS TONIGHT (6:30 PM 

ET) 
October 21 1999-January 22 2001 

ABC 
 World News Tonight (6:30 PM ET) - 

ABC 
July 17 2001; May 11 2006-May 19 2006 

ABC 
 WORLD NEWS TONIGHT 

SATURDAY (06:30 PM ET) - ABC 
December 9 2000; December 13 2003 

ABC 
 WORLD NEWS TONIGHT SUNDAY 

(6:30 PM ET) 
November 26 2000: November 26 2000 

ABC 
 WORLD NEWS TONIGHT WITH 

PETER JENNINGS (6:30 pm ET) 

February 19 1997-June 10 1999; June 23 2003-June 6 2005; October 25 2006;  

November 12 2008-November 16 2009; January 21 2010-October 14 2010 

CBS  60 MINUTES (7:00 PM ET) April 08 1990-April 1 2001; July 8 2001; July 9 2003; June 23 2004 

CBS 

 AMERICA'S TOUGHEST 

ASSIGNMENT, SOLVING THE 

EDUCATION CRISIS (9:00 PM ET) 

September 06 1990 

CBS 

 CAMPAIGN '92, THE REPUBLICAN 

NATIONAL CONVENTION (10:00 

PM ET) 

August 18 1992 

CBS 

 CAMPAIGN '92: VICE 

PRESIDENTIAL DEBATE (7:00 PM 

ET) 

October 13 1992 

CBS  CBS EVENING NEWS (6:00 PM ET) 

March 28 1990-June 25 2001;April 05 1992; June 28 1992-February 27 2000;  

December 13 2000; June 29 2003-May 16 2004; January 8 2002-July 7 2004;  

February 21 2005-November 5 2008 December 3 2006; December 23 2009-October 14 

2010; August 7 2010; October 10 2010  

CBS  STREET STORIES (9:00 PM ET) April 22 1993 

CNN 
 ANDERSON COOPER 360 DEGREES 

7:00 PM EST 
November 29 2004-July 19 2005 



CNN 
 Both Sides With Jesse Jackson 09:00 

pm ET 
May 14 1994-June 30 1996; June 30 1996 

CNN  CAMPBELL BROWN 8:00 PM EST April 20 2009-May 26 2009; January 28 2010-June 28 2010 

CNN  Capital Gang 7:00 pm ET April 30 1995-July 2 1995 

CNN  CNN BREAKING NEWS 06:25 pm ET August 22 1997 

CNN  CNN CAPITAL GANG 7:00 PM EST February 12 2005 

CNN 
 CNN ELECTION CENTER 8:00 PM 

EST 
June 24 2008-October 1 2008 

CNN 
 CNN ELECTION CENTER 9:00 PM 

EST 
September 3 2008 

CNN 
 CNN LARRY KING LIVE 9:00 PM 

EST 
March 2 2005-October 19 2010 

CNN 
 CNN LIVE EVENT/SPECIAL 8:00 

PM EST 
October 26 2006 

CNN  CNN LIVE SATURDAY 5:00 PM EST June 10 2006 

CNN  CNN NEWSROOM 5:00 PM EST June 14 2008-October 10 2010 

CNN  CNN NEWSROOM 6:00 PM EST June 15 2008 

CNN  CNN NEWSROOM 7:00 PM EST March 29 2009 

CNN  CNN PRESENTS 8:00 PM EST October 2 2005-December 15 2007 

CNN  CNN PRESENTS 9:00 PM EST August 23 2007-August 25 2007 

CNN 
 CNN RELIABLE SOURCES 6:30 PM 

EST 
July 3 2005 

CNN  CNN SATURDAY 07:00 pm ET June 20 1998-October 3 1998 

CNN 
 CNN SATURDAY NIGHT 8:00 PM 

EST 
October 16 2004 

CNN  CNN SPECIAL EVENT 09:30 pm ET January 21 1997 

CNN  CNN Specials 9:19 pm ET January 9 1994 

CNN  CNN SUNDAY 07:00 pm ET February 28 1999 

CNN  CNN TONIGHT 7:00 PM EST December 21 2009-February 2 2010 

CNN 
 CNN WOLF BLITZER REPORTS 

5:00 PM EST 
October 25 2004-July 27 2005 

CNN  Crossfire 7:30 pm ET October 25 1993-May 20 1996 

CNN  GLENN BECK 7:00 PM EST May 24 2007-July 25 2008 

CNN  Inside Business 6:30 pm ET November 14 1993 

CNN  Inside Politics 7:30 pm ET May 25 1996; June 15 1996 

CNN  Inside Politics 8:30 pm ET June 13 1995; June 29 1995 

CNN 
 ISSUES WITH JANE VELEZ-

MITCHELL 7:00 PM EST 
October 21 2008-July 27 2009 

CNN  JOHN KING, USA 7:00 PM EST April 16 2010-December 28 2010 

CNN  JOY BEHAR SHOW 9:00 PM EST November 5 2009-May 11 2010 

CNN  Larry King Live 9:00 pm ET December 3 1993-July 8 1996 

CNN 
 LOU DOBBS THIS WEEK 6:00 PM 

EST 
November 18 2004-September 24 2007; November 11 2006-November 12 2006 

CNN 
 LOU DOBBS THIS WEEK 7:00 PM 

EST 
November 20 2007-October 22 2009; June 14 2008-October 19 2008 

CNN  Managing With Lou Dobbs 6:30 pm ET November 13 1993 

CNN  Moneyline 5:17 pm ET June 27 1994 

CNN  Moneyline 7:00 pm ET March 27 1996-July 1 1996; March 27 1996; May 20 1996; July 1 1996 



CNN  NANCY GRACE 8:00 PM EST March 31 2005-May 29 2008 

CNN  NEWS 07:13 pm ET October 8 1996 

CNN  NEWS 5:01 pm ET 
April 18 1995; September 14 1995; September 21 1995; May 22 1995; June 9 1995-

November 7 1995 

CNN  NEWS 6:03 pm ET November 29 1993 

CNN  NEWS 6:25 pm ET November 9 1994 

CNN  NEWS 6:27 pm ET November 10 1994; April 6 1994; May 16 1994 

CNN  NEWS 8:01 pm ET April 6 1994; April 29 1995; June 27 1996; May 20 1996 

CNN  NEWS 9:15 pm ET June 13 1995; May 29 1994 

CNN  ON THE STORY 7:00 PM EST May 27 2006 

CNN  OUT IN THE OPEN 8:00 PM EST October 29 2007 

CNN  PAULA ZAHN NOW 8:00 PM EST June 6 2005-June 28 2007 

CNN  SHOWBIZ TONIGHT 7:00 PM EST June 30 2005 

CNN 
 SPECIAL CAMPAIGN '96 EVENT 

15:36 pm ET 
October 15 1996 

CNN  The Late Edition 5:00 pm ET December 26 1993-October 15 1995 

CNN 
 THE SITUATION ROOM 5:00 PM 

EST 
March 6 2006-April 5 2010 

CNN 
 THE SITUATION ROOM 6:00 PM 

EST 
March 13 2008-October 26 2010 

CNN 
 THE SITUATION ROOM 7:00 PM 

EST 
June 15 2006-February 2 2010 

CNN  THIS WEEK AT WAR 7:00 PM EST October 13 2007-October 14 2007 

Fox  
 AMERICA'S ELECTION 

HEADQUARTERS 5:00 PM EST 
July 21 2008-October 17 2008 

Fox  
 AMERICA'S NEWS 

HEADQUARTERS 5:00 PM EST 
November 19 2008 

Fox   BECK 5:00 PM EST March 5 2009-August 17 2010 

Fox  
 FOX HANNITY & COLMES 9:00 PM 

EST 

March 18 2005; July 19 2005; May 13 2005-July 7 2006;  

June 29 2005-October 17 2008; June 29 2006; August 28 2007;  

October 14 2004-July 10 2008; March 30 2005; June 24 2005-July 11 2005;   

February 28 2005-October 18 2005; February 7 2005-July 22 2005; December 5 2005; 

August 12 2005-March 10 2006; February 24 2006; December 28 2006-June 19 2008; 

October 11 2007; November 24 2004-May 29 2008 

Fox  FOX HANNITY 9:00 PM EST 
November 16 2009; May 4 2009-June 23 2010; March 10 2010; December 13 2010; 

November 10 2010; June 24 2010  

Fox  FOX NEWS WATCH 6:30 PM EST March 13 2010-May 22 2010 

Fox 
 FOX SPECIAL REPORT WITH BRET 

BAIER 6:00 PM EST 
March 13 2009-October 14 2010; April 2 2009-June 1 2009; March 30 2009 



Fox 
 FOX SPECIAL REPORT WITH BRIT 

HUME 6:00 PM EST 

December 8 2004-August 2 2005; March 21 2005-June 20 2005;  

January 24 2005-October 17 2008; June 30 2005; July 19 2005-July 27 2005;  

September 13 2005; July 27 2005-March 17 2006; January 17 2006; April 6 2007; June 27 

2006-July 9 2008 

Fox  HANNITY'S AMERICA 9:00 PM EST April 22 2007-July 1 2007 

Fox  THE BELTWAY BOYS 6:00 PM EST June 11 2005-June 28 2008 

Fox 
 THE BIG STORY WITH JOHN 

GIBSON 5:00 PM EST 

April 15 2005-October 14 2005; October 19 2005; July 4 2005-December 1 2006;  

March 22 2005-July 4 2008; December 20 2005; April 21 2006; June 29 2006 

Fox 
 THE O'REILLY FACTOR 8:00 PM 

EST 

May 2 2005-October 24 2005; December 15 2004-June 30 2008;  

March 29 2005-June 4 2008;  February 6 2006-July 15 2008; July 29 2008;  

June 30 2008; June 29 2009; October 15 2004-May 20 2010;  

March 3 2008-November 17 2009; February 2 2010; February 10 2006-July 13 2010; 

March 23 2010 

MSN

BC 
 COUNTDOWN 8:00 PM EST June 23 2005-October 31 2010 

MSN

BC 

 DEBORAH NORVILLE TONIGHT 

9:00 PM EST 
October 15 2004 

MSN

BC 
 HARDBALL 5:00 PM EST June 29 2006-November 29 2010 

MSN

BC 
 HARDBALL 7:00 PM EST October 20 2004-October 2 2008 

MSN

BC 
 HARDBALL 8:00 PM EST November 2 2004 

MSN

BC 
 MSNBC SPECIAL 9:00 PM EST September 3 2008 

MSN

BC 

 RACE FOR THE WHITE HOUSE 

WITH DAVID GREGORY 6:00 PM 

EST 

July 1 2008-October 2 2008 

MSN

BC 

 THE ABRAMS REPORT 6:00 PM 

EST 
October 12 2004-May 1 2006 

MSN

BC 

 THE ED SHOW with ED SCHULTZ 

6:00 PM EST 
January 21 2010-October 18 2010 

MSN

BC 

 THE RACHEL MADDOW SHOW 

9:00 PM EST 
September 10 2008-October 6 2010 

MSN

BC 

 THE SITUATION WITH TUCKER 

CARLSON 9:00 PM EST 
July 1 2005-July 20 2005 

MSN

BC 
 TUCKER 6:00 PM EST August 15 2007 

MSN

BC 

 VERDICT WITH DAN ABRAMS 9:00 

PM EST 
May 22 2008-July 1 2008 

NBC 
 A Question of Fairness (8:00 PM ET) - 

NBC 
June 6 2003 



NBC  DATELINE NBC (7:00 PM ET) December 28 1997; June 1 2003 

NBC  DATELINE NBC (8:00 PM ET) June 21 1998-December 8 2000 

NBC 

 NBC NEWS SPECIAL REPORT: 

ADDRESS TO CONGRESS (9:00 PM 

ET) 

February 27 2001 

NBC 
 NBC NEWS SPECIAL REPORT: THE 

FINAL CHAPTER (9:00 PM ET) 
December 13 2000 

NBC  NBC NIGHTLY NEWS (6:30 PM ET) 
January 16 1997- January 28 2001; September 9 2001-June 21 2004; January 24 2005-

August 5 2010 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

  



 

Appendix J. Robustness of Time Series Results to the Use of Alternative Statistical Methods 

  

Table J1 presents a contemporaneous model of the effect of game framing on specific support, 

controlling for ideological congruity. We began with a general model including the lags of the independent and 

dependent variable, but Wald tests and information criterion showed that these lags were unnecessary (De Boef 

and Keele 2008). Table H1 demonstrates that our results do not depend on the use of an error correction model. 

Politicized media coverage remains negatively and statistically significantly associated with specific support. 

 

Table J1. The Contemporaneous Effect of Game Framing on Specific Support, Controlling for 

Ideological Congruence, ADL Model 

 

 Model 1 

Variable Estimate 

(SE) 

Politicized Media Coverage -5.07* 

(2.44) 
Ideological Congruence -7.11* 

(2.78) 

Constant 0.22 

(0.23) 

N 65 

R2 0.10 

*p < 0.05. Robust standard errors in parentheses.  
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